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Keensight Capital wins again the  

“Best European Growth Private Equity Fund” Gold Award  

 

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Keensight Capital, a leading pan-European Growth Buyout1 firm, won a gold award at the Private 

Equity Exchange & Awards 2022 ceremony for the sixth year in a row. 

 

As one of the major Pan-European Private Equity events, the Private Equity Exchange & Awards gathers 

every year high-profile delegates from the Private Equity community, ranging from CEOs, Funds, and 

Limited Partners, to Banks and specialist advisors. This year marks the 21st edition of the event, which 

was held at the Pavillon d’Armenonville in Paris, on October 19th. 

For the sixth consecutive year, Keensight Capital was awarded a gold award. This year’s “Best 

European Growth Private Equity Fund” award confirms once again Keensight’s status as a leading 

European Growth Buyout firm, thanks to its focused investment strategy and highly qualified team of 

professionals. 

This distinction underlines another very dynamic year for Keensight Capital, driven by several 

investments in Keensight’s chosen sectors, Technology and Healthcare, including Valiantys, CatSci, 

Axxam, Bedford Consulting, BYG4lab and more. Keensight’s team has also been very active in 

supporting its portfolio companies with external growth, via highly strategic bolt-ons such as the 

acquisition of Unyc by Adista, Locatiqs by Geo2link, and Organix by Symeres. The past year has also 

been marked by several exits, including Theodo, SFA Romani, Linkbynet and Demetra, to leading 

industrial or financial buyers. 

Jean Michel Beghin, Managing Partner of Keensight Capital, said: “Receiving a gold award for the 

sixth consecutive year recognizes both the performance and the consistency of our investment track 

record. I would like to take this opportunity to thank the wonderful team of professionals we have at 

Keensight, as well as our investors, whose continued confidence in us makes this award possible.” 

*** 

 
1  Growth Buyout: investment in profitable, private companies experiencing strong growth, in minority or majority positions, with 

or without leverage, using a flexible approach tailored to the needs of individual entrepreneurs, in order to finance organic growth 
projects, acquisition strategies or provide historic shareholders with liquidity. 



 
 

About Keensight Capital  

Keensight Capital, one of the leading European Growth Buyout firms, is committed to supporting 

entrepreneurs as they implement their growth strategies. For over 20 years, Keensight Capital’s team 

of seasoned professionals has leveraged their knowledge of investment and growth industries to invest 

for the long term in profitable companies with high growth potential and revenues in the range of €10 

million to €400 million. Drawing on its expertise in the Technology and Healthcare sectors, Keensight 

identifies the best investment opportunities in Europe and works closely with management teams to 

develop and achieve their strategic vision. Keensight Capital's success has earned it  Gold Awards from 

the Private Equity Exchange & Awards each year for the last six consecutive years, and in particular, 

the Best European Growth Private Equity Fund. 

www.keensightcapital.com 
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